
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

ENSTYLE LVT 

Care and Maintenance 

 

Commercial Maintenance 
 

 

• Sweep or vacuum to remove all grit, glue, and residue from floor.  Thoroughly wash floor 
using Kraus Hard Surface Cleaner or a quality non-oil based neutral cleaner. 

• Vinyl flooring requires effective cleaning and maintenance to ensure its durability, 
appearance, and safety.  How frequently the floor must be maintained depends largely on 
the amount and type of traffic and the amount and frequency of soiling. 

• Subsequent maintenance should involve consistent dirt removal, damp mopping when 
needed.  

• The local conditions will determine what specific maintenance is needed.  It is the 
responsibility of the maintenance contractor to set up a maintenance program that meets 
the needs of the facility. 

• Regular maintenance to remove dirt and grit, prompt removal of spills and staining 
materials, and proper protection of the floor surface are all necessary steps for long time 
appearance retention. 

Preventive care 
 

• Make sure furniture legs have large surface, non-staining floor protectors. Replace small, 
narrow metal or dome-shaped glides with smooth, flat glides that are in flat contact with the 
floor. Glides should be equipped with self-adhesive felt pads to avoid scratching the surface 
of the floor. The pads should be checked periodically for grit and wear and replaced when 
necessary. 

• Heavy furniture or appliances that are not moved often should be equipped with flat, non-
staining composition furniture casters or cups of appropriate size – available in square from 
1 ½” to 2 5/8” and in round from 1 3/8” to 1 5/8”. 

• Mobile appliances and furniture should be equipped with easy swiveling casters. They 
should be at least 2” in diameter with non-staining hard rubber treads at least ¾” wide. Do 
not use ball-shaped casters. 

• Place mats at outside entrances to prevent dirt, grit and soil from being tracked onto your 
floor.   

 
Caution: Enstyle, like other types of hard surfaced floors, can become slippery when wet. Allow 
time for the floor to dry after washing. Immediately wipe up wet areas from spills or wet feet. 
Place mats at outside entrances to prevent; water, snow, or ice from being tracked onto your 
floor. Improper polishes or finishes can also cause slipperiness. 
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      ENSTYLE LVT 

Care and Maintenance 

 

Commercial Maintenance 

 

� Sweep or vacuum to remove all grit, glue, and residue from floor.  Thoroughly wash floor 
using Kraus Hard Surface Cleaner or a quality non-oil based neutral cleaner.  

� Vinyl flooring requires effective cleaning and maintenance to ensure its durability, 
appearance, and safety.  How frequently the floor must be maintained depends largely on 
the amount and type of traffic and the amount and frequency of soiling.  

� When Enstyle is installed in conventional commercial areas, we recommend a commercial 
type maintenance procedure.  Maintenance in these settings should include the use of a 
good floor polish. 

� After initial deep cleaning, the floor is then coated with 2-3 coats of polish.  Subsequent 
maintenance should involve consistent dirt removal, damp mopping when needed, 
followed by an occasional re-coat of floor polish.  At least once or twice a year, the floor 
should be stripped of all polishes and re-coated as a new floor.  These procedures will 
help to ensure the look and durability of your floor. 

� The local conditions will determine what specific maintenance is needed.  It is the 
responsibility of the maintenance contractor to set up a maintenance program that meets 
the needs of the facility. 

� Regular maintenance to remove dirt and grit, prompt removal of spills and staining 
materials, and proper protection of the floor surface are all necessary steps for long time 
appearance retention. 

Preventive care 

� Make sure furniture legs have large surface, non-staining floor protectors. Replace small, 
narrow metal or dome-shaped glides with smooth, flat glides that are in flat contact with 
the floor. Glides should be equipped with self-adhesive felt pads to avoid scratching the 
surface of the floor. The pads should be checked periodically for grit and wear and 
replaced when necessary. 

� Heavy furniture or appliances that are not moved often should be equipped with flat, non-
staining composition furniture casters or cups of appropriate size – available in square 
from 1 ½” to 2 5/8” and in round from 1 3/8” to 1 5/8”. 

� Mobile appliances and furniture should be equipped with easy swiveling casters. They 
should be at least 2” in diameter with non-staining hard rubber treads at least ¾” wide. Do 
not use ball-shaped casters. 

� Place mats at outside entrances to prevent dirt, grit and soil from being tracked onto your 
     floor.  

Caution:  Enstyle, like other types of hard surfaced floors, can become slippery when 

wet. Allow time for the floor to dry after washing. Immediately wipe up wet areas from 
spills or wet feet. Place mats at outside entrances to prevent; water, snow, or ice from 
being tracked onto your floor. Improper polishes or finishes can also cause slipperiness. 

 

 
 


